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ABSTRACT   
 Deep learning can be used to learn huge volume of data, which will be processed through hidden layers and 
according to the number of hidden layers ,filter size and numbers and the required computation cost is increased 
because of the size of raw data, this problem can be avoided by using pooling techniques,  different method s are 
proposed to extract the basic features of the signal instead of all signal, but unfortunately this operation may 
introduce  some noise or omission because of elimination important data from the signal. In this paper, A novel 
pooling method are proposed  based on discrete cosine transform , this method is utilized DCT technique to reduce 
spatial redundancy of image by transform the spatial domain into frequency domain , which can preserve the most 
significant image information from  the other  coefficients, which  represents the other details information of the 
image, so discard these less important coefficients. Its effect will be slight and this can reduce the eliminated 
information as compared with other methods. After applying DCT, we crop the most significant coefficients  to be 
used in the reconstructed data by applying inverse DCT . then the result is combined  in different methods with  Max 
pooling and average pooling methods, this new structure can reduce the effect of discarding most important 
information and reduce the drawbacks of average and Max. pooling method. إلhe results are proved that our proposed 
methods are outperformed some standard methods and can be used in more application. 
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1. Introduction  
Deep learning represents very important tool for analysis of different application due  to its capability for 
training and learning different representations of data. Data learning techniques require different number of 
hidden layers, which are depended on types of application and input data as well as available capabilities to 
complete the required work[1,2,3]. D.L learn huge volume of data from input toward output for raw input 
data, so according to the size of the input data, there is high complexity in computation through hidden layers , 
which may result in high cost in computation and may reduce the accuracy of the model analysis and this 
problem is increased as the input data increased , which is necessary for learning of deep learning algorithms 
such as CNNs [4,5,6]. 
The motivation to avoid this problem is to decrease the input data dimensions, different methods are 
performed data reduction such as Max. pooling  methodو and average pooling, However, these methods are 
simple and efficient but it may results in omission and discarding of important information , other method 
such as stochastic and mixed are used but also may results in artifact and aliasing due to eliminate some basic 
information [7].  
In this paper, Anew pooling method  is proposed based on DCT, this method is utilized DCT technique to 
reduce spatial redundancy of image by transform the spatial domain into frequency domain , which can 
preserve the most significant image information from  the other  coefficients, which  represents the other 
details information of the image, so discard these less important coefficients [9,10]. Its effect will be slight 
and this can reduce the eliminated information as compared with other methods. After applying DCT, we crop 
the most significant coefficients  to be used in the reconstructed data by applying inverse DCT ., then the 
result is combined  in different methods with  Max and average pooling methods, this new structure can 
reduce the effect of discarding most important information and reduce the drawbacks of max and average 
pooling method [11,12,13]. 
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1.1. Literature review 
Arthia Ghosh and Rama Chellappa in 2016, proposed to use DCT in image classification , they are applied 
DCT on the output of the convolution layer , this can extract basic features before the pooling layer, then they 
used threshold to extract the most important features . The suggested work is proved to reduce the 
convergence cost with little training epochs [14]. 
MatejUlicny and Rozenn Dahyot in 2017 used convolutional neural network (CNN) with DCT to classify 
image, which is accomplished by applying DCT to original image, then the output will be set of coefficients 
with different frequencies , which represents the features of the image, then these features are used as input for 
CNN model to be classified ,the designed filter in this work is equivalent to two times of the used window size 
in each dimension[15]. 
 Xiaym et.al. proposed to use DCT as compression method for image data, which can reduce the amount of 
data of image through the intermediate hidden layer, they are used small set of DCT coefficients to be fed into 
two layer auto encoder instead of all image pixels , they proved that combining DCT with deep learning can 
increase the accuracy of the classification, by exploit the DCT properties, their work is accomplished by 
applying DCT, then auto encoder is used to generate another vector ,which is reconstructed by decoder , and 
the best vector is obtained by minimize the error between the original and reconstructed vector, so the auto 
encoder will give best result by using the best features, which are extracted by DCT [16]. 
Michael Mathieu and Mikael Henaff in 2014 proposed to use fast Fourier transform (FFT) to accelerate the 
training and inference by determine the convolution in point wise manner in Fourier transform domain  and 
this is achieved improvement in performance of training compared with existing methods. This work is 
accomplished by determine the FFT for kernels and input in parallel manner , then multiplying the results of 
FFTs to determine features , which will be inversed by IFFT [17]. 
Yahao Xu. And Hideki Nakayama in 2019, proposed  a pooling layer method based on using DCT for 
processing information from convolution layer. They used DCT method to isolate the basic features of the 
input signal because it have isolation property and compaction .It can preserve better information than DFT 
method. They proved that their work is better than exiting work depending on their results with negligible 
time consumption 18]. 
Matej Ulicay et al. in 2020 proposed to use CNN to learn features extracted from DCT, this work is achieved  
by first apply DCT, which have good compaction property , as used in image compression .They are  
demonstrate that,  the harmonic networks can be compressed efficiently by discarding high frequency 
information because of redundancy in spatial domain, also they proved from their results, that this model can 
enable compression of data in the performance[19]. 
2. Materials and Methods   
In this paper, A novel pooling methods are proposed based on Discrete cosine transform (DCT), which is used 
to select the most important features of the output of convolution layer, this method can decrease the amount 
of the discarded information during pooling method as in standard max pooling or average method, which are 
eliminated some of details information from the signal. The proposed methods are shown in Figure 1 [19,20]. 
 
Figure 1. Proposed pooling layer 
The original signal is applied to DCT, then the basic frequencies, which are represented basics information of 
the signal are selected, while the details coefficients, which are used to represent less significant information 
are eliminated , the cropping is depended on the pool size, then inverse DCT transform is used to reconstruct 
the signal with down sampling size , the results are combined with Max. and average in different procedures 
as described in the following sections. 
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2.1. Discrete cosine transform (DCT)  
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is used to separate the images into  different frequencies parts, so the 
information of the images is separated according to their important, the  most important information is treated 
separately, while the details  are processed in lossy manner as required in some application such as 
compression, so DCT can be used in image processing application, it is used cosine function to determine the 
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N is the size of the image block. 
3-1  Proposed algorithms 
Three different pooling methods are proposed  based on DCT, which are used to select most significant  
features of the signal, by extract the most important frequencies after applying DCT, which represents most 
information of the signal , then IDCT is applied to reconstruct the signal, these signal is combined in different 
methods with average  and Max. methods  as described in the following sections. 
2.2.  Parallel DCT-Max method (PDCTM) 
This method is used to extract the pooled signal by applying DCT to the output of the convolution layer , then 
select the most important features  from DCT coefficients according to the required pooling size and eliminate  
the other coefficients , then applying inverse DCT, at the same time max pooling method is used by select the 
maximum element for each window of pooling size, then the pooled signal will be determined by combining 
the two results , there are two procedure to determine pooled signal , the first method which is named as 
(PDCTM1) is determined the maximum values between the (DCT, cropping and inverse IDCT) and the 
extracted features from max method, while the second method (PDCTM2) is selected the pooled features 
based on applying (DCT, cropping and IDCT) on the original and the features ,which is extracted by max 
pooling with stride on , the detail descriptions  for (PDCTM1 and PDCTM2) are shown in Algorithm I and 
Algorithm II. 
 
Algorithm I  (PDCTM) 
Input =𝑿 𝑰𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝑹𝒂𝒘 𝒔𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒂𝒍 ; 
Output=Y  Extracted  Features 
Forward  Propagation  
Initialization  
Sg: signal size ,  P pool size of pool; S : size of stride 
Determine size of pooled signal: 
HH= 
WW= 
While (n in range N)                      % loop to number  of data 
   While (c in range C)                   %loop to the number of channel 
        Do { im=X(:,:,n,c)                  %extract  image from patch 
           While (1 in range HH)         %loop for height of image  
               While (j in range WW)     %loop for width of image  
                 Determine  maximum of window 
Out1=Max 
               End 
            End 
       Determine coef=DCT(im);              % apply DCT 
       BF=coef(1: SS);                              %Crop the basic coefficients 
       Dc=zero;                                         %delete details coefficients 
       Rc=BF+Dc                 
      Out2=IDCT(Rc);                             %determine invers DCT   
     Y(n,c)=max(out1,out2) 
   End 
End 
Pooled signal =Y; 
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2.3. Serial  DCT-Max method (SDCTM) 
This technique is used the (DCT, cropping and IDCT) in serial manner (cascade) with max. pooling method 
,so it is named as (SDCTM). At first,  the DCT is applied on the signal to transform the signal into frequency 
domain, then according to priority of significant, the coefficients with less significant is replaced by zero 
value, while the most important coefficients are cropped  according to pool size, then inverse of DCT is 
applied to reconstruct the signal, then, Max. pooling method is applied to extract the pooled signal , the details 
are described in  Algorithm III . 
 
3. Results and discussions  
The proposed method are tested on two image with different characteristics( standard Lena and Barbara 
image), and the results are evaluated based on different quality metrics (SNR and PSNR) and compared with 
standard max. and average pooling method, then the proposed method are used to design pooling layer, which 
is used  for deep learning  CNN model and they are tested by  using two different types of datasets, these 
dataset are two dimensional signal (image), which are MNIST dataset, in it, the input signal is gray scale 
Algorithm II (PDCTM2) 
Input =𝑋 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 ; 
Output=Y  extracted  Features 
 Forward  Propagation  
Initialization   
Sg: signal size ,  P pool size of pool; S : size of stride 
Determine size of pooled signal: 
HH= 
WW= 
While (n in range N)                      % loop to number  of data 
   While (c in range C)                   %loop to the number of channel 
        Do { im=X(:,:,n,c)                  %extract  image from patch 
           While (1 in range HH)         %loop for height of image  
               While (j in range WW)     %loop for width of image  
                 Max=maximum of window 
                Out1= Determine DCT(Max); 
                 BF1=Out1(1: SS);                              %Crop the basic coefficients 
               End 
            End 
  Determine coef=DCT(im);              % apply DCT 
BF2=coef(1: SS);                              %Crop the basic coefficients 
BF=Max(BF1,BF2) 
 Dc=zero;                                         %delete details coefficients 
Rc=BF+Dc 
Out2=IDCT(Rc);                             %determine invers DCT           
Pooled signal =Max(out1,out2); 
End 
          
Algorithm III (SDCTM1) 
Input =𝑿 𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝑹𝒂𝒘 𝒔𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒂𝒍 ; 
Output=Y  extracted  Features 
Initialization   
Sg: signal size ,  P pool size of pool; S : size of stride 
Determine size of pooled signal: 
HH= 
WW= 
While (n in range N)                      % loop to number  of data 
   While (c in range C)                   %loop to the number of channel 
        Do { im=X(:,:,n,c)                  %extract  image from patch 
           While (1 in range HH)         %loop for height of image  
               While (j in range WW)     %loop for width of image  
                 Max=maximum of window(stride =1) 
                  End 
            End 
           Out1= Determine DCT(Max); 
           BF=Out1(1: SS);                              %Crop the basic coefficients 
           Dc=zero;                                         %delete details coefficients 
           Rc=BF+Dc 
           Out2=IDCT(Rc);                             %determine invers DCT   
     Y(n,c,:,)=out2;  
   End 
End         
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image with size (28*28), while the second dataset is CIFAR10 dataset with size 32*32.The  experiments are 
performed by matlab2019 with CPU 2.7GHz,intel cori72400with RAM 8GB windows7.  
3.1. Results of test images 
The results of applying the proposed method on “Lena” and “Barbara” images are shown in Table (1), which 
is described the improvement of SNR and PSNR metrics , for “Lena” image, (PDCTM1) method is achieved 
(26.4987) and (32.168dB) in terms of SNR and PSNR respectively compared with (19.013 and 24.28dB) for 
Max pooling method , also it is achieved good improvement for “Barbara” image, since it is satisfied (19.06 in 
term of SNR verses 16.06 for max, and in term of PSNR, it is achieved 26.19 dB verses  21.69 dB) in max 
pooling, which shows that our proposed methods are extracted the most significant information of the image 
to be the pooled signal. The quality of the pooled signal is shown in figure (2) , which shows the little 
differences between original and reconstructed image. 
Table 1. Performance measures for proposed methods 
Images  Metrics MAX PDCTM1 PDCTM1 SDCTM 
Lena SNR 19.013 26.4987 23.7345 20.283 
PSNR in dB 24.28 32.168 29.2189 26.283 
Barbara SNR 16.09 19.7908 18.5145 18.1539 





Original image (256*256) Pooled image (128*128) Reconstructed image (256*256) 
Figure 2. Original, pooled and reconstructed image by  PDCTM1method 
 
3.2. Results of MNIST dataset 
The first standard dataset is MNIST data set, which have gray scale image with size (28*28)[24], at first, this 
dataset is divided into training dataset(4800) image and test image 1200,then the CNN model is used to 
training this dataset. The training is performed based on 10epochs, iteration with hard ware specified in 
previous section, and the results of our work are compared with standard max and average pooling method in 
terms of accuracy, sensitivity, recall and error rate as shown in Table 2, it is clear that  the proposed method 
(PDCTM1) gives(99.80%) accuracy better results than Max.( 98.88%) and average (98.82%). Method 
(SDCTM2)gives accuracy (99.52%), because it is depended on determining the maximum value of  max 
method and DCT method with value, because the MNIST dataset is gray scale image with almost black 
background , so maximum value may provide the most significant information , also by using DCT , we can 
extract the best feature of the image. 
Table 2.  Performance of the proposed methods 
Measure Max Average PDCTM1 PDCTM2 SDCTM1 
Accuracy 
(Acc.%) 
98.88 98.82 99.80 99.52 99.64 
Specificity 
(Sp.%) 
98.98 98.82 99.96 99.62 99.68 
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Measure Max Average PDCTM1 PDCTM2 SDCTM1 
Precision (Pr. %) 98.88 98.82 99.80 99.52 99.64 
Sensitivity(Sn.%) 98.92 98.82 99.96 99.62 99.68 
Fscore (F%) 98.88 98.82 99.80 99.52 99.64 
         
Figure 3 shows the training progress of accuracy for the proposed methods, it is clear from the figure that , 
(SDCTM2)method is achieved more than 98% accuracy in less than two epochs while other methods are 
achieved this accuracy at approximately four epochs, this indicates that (SDCTM2)method is provided most 
effected features, which are increased the fitting of the model early. The  confusion matrix for this method is 
given in Table 3, which is provided the matching between predicted and actual classes of the classification. 
 
Figure 3. Training progress of accuracy for the proposed methods. 
 






























































Class 0 250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Class 1 0 250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Class 2 0 0 250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Class 3 0 0 0 249 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Class 4 0 0 0 0 250 0 0 0 0 0 
Class 5 0 0 0 1 0 249 0 0 0 0 
Class 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 0 0 0 
Class 7 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 250 0 0 
Class 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 0 
Class 9 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 250 
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3.3. Results of CIFAR10 dataset 
This dataset is color image with size 32*32,which is used for training model to classify the objects to ten 
classes , these images have different characteristics[25] , in this dataset, there are (5000 )images are used for 
training, while the remaining images (1000 ) are used for testing the model. The model is trained with the 
same parameters for all methods and it is compared with other methods with this parameters. Table 4 shows 
the performance of the proposed methods for this dataset. Method (PDCTM1) is  achieved the highest results 
in term of accuracy ( 73.98%) compared with max (72.2) and average ( 72.4%), this improvement is obtained 
due to best feature extraction, which is extracted in both (DCT, cropping the most important frequencies and 
inverse DCT with max. pooling method ). 
Table 4. Performance of the proposed methods for CIFAR10 dataset 
Measure Max Average PDCTM1 PDCTM2 SDCTM1 
Accuracy (Acc.%) 72.2 72.4 73.98 73.75 73.42 
Recall (re.%) 72.27 72.4 73.49 73.75 74.42 
Precision (Pr. %) 26.6 27.27 73.41 73.87 73.72 
Sensitivity(Sn.%) 72.29 72.33 73.98 73.75 73.42 
Fscore (F%) 27.8 27.3 73.33 73.54 73.55 
The performance of the proposed methods by using different mini-batch size  are shown in Table 5 and it is 
shown in figure (4) , the best results in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and precision are obtained by using 
batch-size 128, which are (73.98,74.01 and 74.01) for the above metrics respectively, because low batch size 
may results in oscillation due to repeated tuning , while high batch size may results in over fitting, so best 
results are satisfied with 128 batch size as shown in figure 3. 
Table 5.  Performance of the proposed method with different min-batch size 
Min-batch size accuracy sensitivity precision 
32 71.7 72.19 71.82 
64 73.06 73.35 73.22 
128 73.98 74.2 74.01 
256 73.23 73.43 73.25 
512 72.88 73.41 73.05 
 
Figure 4. Performance measures for different batch-size  for proposed methods. 
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The confusion matrix is shown in Table 6 , which shows good matching between the predicted and the actual 
classes in most of the classes, also, it is clear from the table that all category of the table is satisfied matching 
with approximately equivalent matching ratio, this proves that our proposed method are more efficient . The 
training curve for accuracy and loss are shown in figure (5), it is clear that the accuracy reached to near 60% 
in approximately one epochs , then increased  slowly until achieved (73.98%),  also the loss is decreased to 
less than one in two epochs then it is decreased gradually until it is reached to less than 0.7. 



















































           
Airplane 797 29 69 33 25 12 10 23 57 35 
Automobil
e 
15 826 7 8 4 2 4 3 15 76 
Bird 37 10 599 60 69 42 36 32 13 9 
Cat 17 3 61 533 36 164 57 46 10 12 
Dear 12 3 76 60 707 37 26 55 6 7 
Dog 6 4 108 201 55 694 22 97 5 2 
Frog 9 10 46 66 55 13 839 6 7 12 
Hors 10 1 17 12 37 25 2 724 2 5 
Ship 63 36 9 15 9 6 3 6 866 34 
truck 34 75 8 12 3 5 1 8 17 808 
 
 
Figure 5. Training  progress for accuracy and loss  of  proposed PDCTM1 method 
4. Conclusion  
D.L. learn huge volume of data through the CNN layers, so according to the size of the input data, there is 
high complexity in computation through hidden layers , which may result in high cost in computation and may 
reduce the accuracy of the model analysis and this problem is increased as the input data increased . One of 
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the most significant solution to this problem is using  pooling layer, which can be used to solve the problem of 
over fitting and reduce the data volume through training.  In this paper, We have proposed  a new pooling 
method based on DCT, this method is utilized DCT technique to reduce spatial redundancy of image by 
transform the spatial domain into frequency domain , which can preserve the most significant image 
information from  the other  coefficients, which  represents the other details information of the image, so the 
effect of discarding such information will be slight and can reduce the eliminated information as compared 
with other methods. After applying DCT, We  are cropped  the most significant coefficients  to be used in the 
reconstructed data by applying inverse DCT , then the result is combined  in different methods with  Max and 
average pooling methods, this new structure can reduce the effect of discarding most important information 
and reduce the drawbacks of max and average pooling method. We have design three pooling methods , which 
are PDCTM1,PDCT2 and SDCTM depending on the structure of the of combining of DCT with max pooling 
method. The proposed methods are tested on different images and compared with  results of average  and 
Max. pooling methods, the results show that proposed methods PDCTM1 achieved (PSNR =32.168 dB and 
SNR=26.49 ) for standard Lena image  verse (PSNR=24.28dB and SNR =19.03)for Max. pooling method, 
also this pooling method is used in CNN model and  performed on two types of datasets and the results shows 
that (PDCTM1) method  is achieved better results in terms of accuracy   (99.80%) than standard max (98.88 
%). Also from results, it is clear that (PDCTM1) method can be reached to more than (98.5%) with less than 
(two epochs) .For CIFAR10 dataset, method(PDCTM1) is achieved (73.98%) with sensitivity (73.98%) better 
than max (72.2%) and (72.9%) for accuracy and sensitivity. The proposed methods are outperformed the 
standard pooling method and can be used for most of  classification application.   
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